CUTTING & STYLING

prices starting at

MALE HAIRCUT

$33 +

FEMALE HAIRCUT

$43 +

CHILD’S HAIRCUT

$33 +

SPECIAL OCCASION STYLING

$68 +

SHAMPOO & BLOWDRY

$33 +

KERASTASE RITUAL TREATMENT

$30 +
$11 +

SHU TREATMENT
BANG/FRINGE TRIM

complimentary for
current guests

COLOUR
BASE COLOUR

$59 +

HIGHLIGHTS

$73 +

SPECIALTY COLOUR

$113 +

GLAZE

$18 +

MALE COLOUR

$44 +

CORRECTIVE COLOUR

upon consultation

FASHION COLOURS

upon consultation

TEXTURE
PERMS

$70 +

CHEMICAL STRAIGHTENING

$70 +

SMOOTHING TREATMENTS

$150 +

OTHER
WAXING

*For full list of skin services, please see esthetics menu.

$13 +

O UR PRODUCTS
OUR WORK IS ONLY AS GOOD AS YOUR TAKE-HOME REGIMEN.

We offer a variety of lines to keep your hair
looking gorgeous between visits.

The most advanced science in the beauty industry is found in the
Kérastase brand. With a vast array of products spanning every hair
type and need, Kérastase represents luxury, science and innovation
with the ability to transform your hair.

Shu Uemera Art of Hair brings together the confidence in the power
of nature and science with the passion and sensitivity of an artist.
This perfect balance contitutes the unique world of Shu Uemura.

Created especially for professional colourists and their clients,
Pureology is a salon haircare brand unlike any other. The highly
concentrated ZeroSulfate shampoos and exclusive AntiFadeComplex help colour-treated hair retain its fresh-from-the-salon
vibrancy with every use, while the 100% Vegan, Dual Benefit
Formulas provide custom care for every hair type.

From the streets of NYC to you - Redken leads with a full line of
shampoos, conditioners, treatments and styling products. Redken’s
fashion forward approach to the beauty industry means
outstanding colour application - a Studio Gaven specialty - and a
variety of products to suit every hair type.

100 International Drive | Cool Springs | 615.503.9788
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